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Design Skills


User-Centered Design


User Interface


Interaction Design


Wireframing and Prototyping


Information Architecture


Mobile and Web Design


storytelling


Knowledge of usability 

principles and techniques.


storytelling  and consumer 

brand experience design




Tools & Technologies


Figma, Sketch, Illustrator, 

InDesign, Photoshop, After 

effect, Blender, Adobe 

premiere pro




Education


Master in Human computer 

Interaction


Depaul university 


2023 - 2025, Chicago, IL



Bachelor in Studio art 


University of Wisconsin 

Milwaukee 


2022 - 2023, Milwaukee, WI






Ahmad Assabbagh
As a current MHCI student, Passionate and innovative UX Designer  

experienced in designing user-centered, aesthetically pleasing interfaces . 

Skilled in developing comprehensive user experiences . Eager to contribute 

to a collaborative team environment , focusing on creating impactful user 

experiences.

E x p e r i e n c e


Jun 2023 - present 


Sep 2023 - Dec 2023 


Oct 2022 - Dec 2022



 User Experience (UX) Designer Intern


Decomcracylab (a nonprofit organization where they connect skilled 

workers with nonprofits)


Conducted user research to develop use cases and high-level requirements  

to identify pain points of 5160+ volunteers and 223+ project leads to help in 

designing the roadmap feature for Democracylab website. 



Worked with stakeholders to plan projects for effective delivery while 

maintaining high standards for the roadmap design. 



User Experience (UX) Designer


Depaul University (MHCI Project Global stay)(a project to help international 

students  find safe accommodation )


Conducted user research and usability testing for eight participants to gather 

feedback and improve design solutions for international students finding 

accommodation .



Worked on designing conceptual diagrams and wireframes to help visualize 

and test design concepts, ensuring higher final product quality.



User Experience (UX) Designer


Youtube subscription capstone sponsored project


Conducted User Research to investigate redesign opportunities for YouTube, 

identify pain points, and explore research goals.



Collaborated with cross-functional teams to translate business requirements 

into compelling design concepts and prototypes, leading to a more cohesive 

feature that aligns well with Youtube users' needs.



Designed and iterated on wireframes, visual mockups, and interactive 

prototypes to provide a clear visual and interactive representation of the final 

design for Youtube subscription. 
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